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TOPtoTOP is a non profit organisation
under the patronage of the United Nations
Environment Program that takes action
focussed on the causes and the impacts
of climate change.

Currently, volunteers
from 23 nations
are taking part.

Info on
www.toptotop.org
or directly from the crew,
call 00871 76 25 68 933.

Exclusive TOPtoTOP
T-Shirts only here!

We are always looking for sponsors & members.
FROM TOP TO TOP

FROM SCHOOL TO SCHOOL

The first 7-summits non-stop round-the-world expedition connects the 7 continents with their various climate zones. As a «continuos challenge» we will climb
the highest mountain in every continent, including Mount Vinson in Antarctica.
The expedition's exclusive use of human power and nature's force (wind, solar)
proves that even today great achievements can be made in balance with nature.

School visits are made by crew members at each destination. We teach
children passionaly about the importance of nature and give them fun projects to learn all about sustainability.
Then the children express their own
ideas about how we can care more for
our environment and climate through
painting and drawing.

Sabine & Dario Schwörer

Act now!
You can support this
ambitious initiative:

The young Swiss couple Sabine and
Dario will attempt to do it non-stop.
Along the expedition we try to minimise
our «ecological footprint». For example,
we collect at least the same amount of
waste on our weekly cleaning actions
as we produce on the expedition.

•
•
•
•

«During the expedition we will cover a total of 50'000 nautical miles sailing, 15'000 kilometers cycling and a total of 230'000 altimeters climbing.»

by buying paintings from the children printed on postcards or
joining the expedition
becominmg a member or
add your own solutions and observations concerning climate change
to our website.

Get permanent updates, expedition reports as well
as joining and membership conditions under:

www.toptotop.org

